Panel discusses funding for electronics, energy research

By John J. Ying

"Chemical companies only push one approach. They are interested in doing one thing - selling compounds to kill pests." It's all marketing and sales, not biology and ecology," said Professor Donald Dahlsen yesterday at a panel discussing the influence of funding on academic freedom and integrity of the university.

Dahlsen, professor of entomology at the University of California at Berkeley, stressed the influence of the chemical companies on pesticide research. Chemical companies only fund research that studies the beneficial aspects of potential chemical pesticides, he said, and no one supports resea". For the moment, shortage of manpower and concern about foreign competition" sparked the internal competition against other companies. "I share the skepticism about how long industry's altruism will last."
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The new regulations will ease the job of the university, said Charles Devile, dean of financial aid at Northeastern University. "As long as we don't have to be the police on it - so to speak, the rules will change a lot easier." The changes will make the law "a lot easier to administer," said Adler. "I, for one, don't want to relegate people to cool mus". "There is no way to tell the other side of the coin," said Adler. He feels, also disagreeing with Dahlsen, the government presently is a much larger problem than corporate sponsors.
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